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Rhys,
Following discussions we have had with a number of not for profit organisations would you please add the following
potential CIF suggestion for the Emerging Company category.
“The CIF should allow for the inclusion of Social Impact Investments in the Emerging Companies category. There
are an estimated 20,000 social impact enterprises in Australia*, employing an estimated 1.3m people and
generating 8.5% of GDP**. These enterprises need funding like any other and increasingly are turning to the
investment community via “social impact investing”. The Australian Government has proactively supported the
development of social impact investing in Australia, particularly since the 2017-18 budget delivered by then
Treasurer Scott Morrison. These initiatives have created a strong groundswell of industry and public sector
collaboration. What is universally acknowledged as being the next logical and required step in this development
is access to private capital. While renewable energy and green building projects are well funded already, social
impact projects tend to be smaller and therefore more difficult for institutional investors to economically assess
and invest in. This is the same set of conditions that led to the CIF focussing SIV capital toward the VC and
Emerging Companies sectors of the Australian economy.
Social Impact Investments will include social impact bonds and social impact equity investments. Many
organisations cannot issue equity, eg not-for-profits, so to access private capital they need to issue bonds,
debentures or other debt-like securities. For this reason, we suggest that the Emerging Markets category include
social impact investments and that all debt-like securities remain allowable, subject to the existing $500 million
capitalisation restrictions.”
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